Abstract

A Bitcoin/PIVX fork focused on privacy and anonymity that uses a newly created Proof-of-Stake
algorithm to generate new coins for the network. This soluton also implements full validaton ooering
the best security model a blockchain can implement.

Introduction

Security and anonymity has been Kore’s focus. Therefore Kore has built the best model to assure people
are safe using the network. People nowadays are concerned about their privacy and data safety. Many
governments are imposing sanctons and restrictons on individual freedom. The KORE team is trying to
deliver solutons to empower everyone through informaton technology.
All informaton trafc through nodes utliies the Tor network. The onion router requires three layers of
cryptographic encrypton and a relay circuit that transports data throughout the network. The relays
classificaton is; guard (entrance), middle and exit peer. Each relay decrypts a layer of encrypton to
reveal the next relay in the circuit, which passes the remaining encrypted data onto the next relay. This
makes the data tamper proof and reliable, as well as safe. Using this model, anyone who tries to get the
data will be stopped at an encrypton wall.
The Tor Network has been proven the best security model to route applicaton data throughout
networks. The Kore network is built inside Tor using Socks5 as proxy (Pluggable transports are
configurable such as OBFS4). Therefore, all requests and responses are relayed and encrypted, without
leaking your IP address which makes it anonymous and safe. As long as the Tor network is secure, Kore’s
applicatons will be secure as well.

Kore Proof-of-Stake Algorithm

A problem that many traditonal Proof-of-Work blockchains try to solve is the amount of energy spent
by the mining process and the need of specialiied equipment. There are a few technologies that are
trying to solve this. However, none of them seem to take every problem related to a decentraliied
consensus into consideraton. Nor do they seem to consider the lack of security when there’s no work
involved in the process of creatng new coins.
We analyied many so called Proof-of-Stake coins and did not find any point in the code that proved an
actual stake of coins, nor was there a check for those supposed staked coins. It is worth notng that at
the tme this document was writen, the only Proof-of-Stake protocol that people believe will work as it
should, is stll under development by the developers of the Ethereum Network, Vitalik Buterin et al.
KORE developers believe KOREPoS successfully mitgates these issues.

Behavior

New coins are generated by full-nodes that are set-up and running on the network. These nodes must
have a minimum amount of coins to be able to mint new coins. This last requisite is due to the economic
incentves related to supportng the network and will be discussed later in this document.
Existng coins are used in the mintng process and to be considered to the task, they should follow these
requirements:
 A coin1 must have a minimum coin age2 of 25 blocks;
1
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A coin is an output of a transacton. A coin can have any value from a minimum amount of 0.00000001.
The coin age means the number of blocks that has been added since this coin was inserted in a block.





The coin must be unspent and spendable according to the network rules;
The coin must not be mult-sig, even if the full-node controls all the keys;
The coin must be P2PKH3;

Mintng coins need a balance of at least 25 KORE, the balance must be in the same address to be
considered for a stake. Afer the full-node has a list of which coins could be used in the mintng process,
it must check if any of them fulfills a last requirement regarding its hash. The formula used to perform
this check is discussed in depth at a later point in this document.
Between the selected eligible coins, the first one to fulfill all requirements (kernel) is used to generate
new ones.
The block containing the newly minted coins and the staked coins have the following format:
The first transacton contains the Coinbase4, which has 1 input and 3 outputs:
 Inputs:
o Block height followed by a iero and extra nonce;
 Outputs:
o Dev fund reward;
o Minter reward;
The second transacton, referred by as the Locking TX, locks the coins used to prove you had balance at
moment of the mintng and has the following format:
 Input:
o Kernel5 transacton;
o Any other transacton that belongs to the same address (up to 25 transactons)
 Output:
o Locked coins (up to 2500 KORE)
o Change in case excess balance of the inputs address is above the locked 2500 KORE
The coins, up to 2500 KORE, are locked for 2 hours(ish). This means that this coin cannot be spent or
staked again untl this tme lock expires. This is guaranteed by Script Rules which uses a sequence
tmelock that is calculated based on median tme past. Meaning, unless the tme has passed it can
neither be spent nor staked.
It is worth mentoning that any other coin that passes the first set of requirements and belongs to the
same address will be merged6.

Kernel

To be considered a Kernel the coin must be part of an address that has at least 25 KORE as balance and
hashed as follows:

The Stake Modifier is a big number represented in hexadecimal form.
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Pay to Public Key Hash means the address of this payment must be verifiable.
The first transacton of a new block, that contains minted coins.
5
Kernel is an input that satsfies the rules to mint new coins.
6
Merge coins by using them as inputs for the transacton, and only one output to the same address.
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Origin block tme represents the tmestamp of the block where this coin was inserted in the blockchain.
The coin unique id is the union of the coin hash (txid) and its positon on its parent transacton.
Transacton tme is the current tme when there is an atempt to create a stake.

Stake Modifer
The purpose of the stake modifier is to prevent a coin owner from computng future proof-of-stake from
being generated by this block of coin during the tme the transacton is being confirmed. To meet kernel
protocol, the coin must hash with a future stake modifier to generate the proof. The stake modifier
consists of bits, each of which is contributed from a selected block of a given block group in the past.
The selecton of a block is based on a hash of the block's proof-hash and the previous stake modifier.
The stake modifier is recomputed at a fixed tme interval instead of every block. This makes it more
difcult for an atacker to gain control of additonal bits in the stake modifier, even afer generatng a
chain of blocks.

Full Validation
We check every part of the block and base transactons creaton when we receive a new block from a
peer, this way we can validate if any consensus rule has been modified. These are the rules being
checked now:
 Amount of generated coins (coinbase);
 Amount of coins rewarded to Dev Fund;
 Amount of coins rewarded to the minter;
 Total reward sum is correct (including tx fees);
 Coins have been locked;
 The total input amount of the staking transacton is equal to its outputs;

Economics

Given that the old KORE blockchain has been running for a few years before the changes discussed in
this document are applied, it is difcult to address the interest rate problem in such a manner that
allows users with a low balance to earn a fair amount of new coins each tme they are able to mint as
well as users that have a high balance (thousands of coins) to earn accordingly.
pow(1.44e14 - pow(moneySupplyFloat, 2), (double)1 / 2) / 1.436e7;

Monetary Policy

New KORE is generated for the network using the following formula:

1.44∗1014 −MoneySupply2
√
coinbase=
1.4 36∗107

Equaton will be discussed in depth at a later point in this document.
The network monetary base is composed of exactly 12,000,000.00000000 KORE. No coins will ever be
minted above this limit. We have calculated the final mintng reward will occur in 37 to 43 years based
on block tme uctuaton.

Inflation

Any economic system must control the coin in aton, so the current market value does not oor due to
too many coins being introduced in a short period of tme.
To control the in aton Bitcoin uses a halving system that cuts the amount of generated coins per block
by half every 210,000 blocks. This gives Bitcoin a fixed in aton rate based on an issuance schedule.
Taking into consideraton that for the past few years, with the old PoS, in aton was not regulated since
the coins generated were proportonal to the balance of the minter. Our new KOREPoS monetary base
limit, to start, has an in aton rate of 16.00% per year that decreases over tme, based on the current
money supply. The following chart describes the curve over tme.

Reward vs Supply

Dev Funding
People might want to develop some interestng use or idea for KORE, this is why we save 10% of the
generated coins for those projects. We might also have several projects competng for this fund, our
roadmap will explain what this projects are.
The formula to get the developer fund value is very simple:

Incentive
We currently have one incentve for the full-nodes that maintain in-wallet balance and are staking, we
are working on a second incentve for people that help our services be up and running.

Full-nodes
Full nodes are responsible for validatng blocks and creatng new coins, if staking is enabled (must follow
the rules) through the Coinbase transacton and the locking transacton. Because of that, we feel the
need to give a fair incentve for the full-node wallets that keep at least the minimum balance.
The formula used to get how much of the Coinbase distributon will be given to the minter is as follows:

minter=(coinbase−devfund )

Limits
To allow every user on the network to partcipate in a fair way, we will limit the minimum amount of
coin needed to mint, as well as the maximum amount that could be locked for each mintng operaton.
The botom limit of 25 KORE is what is needed to create a stake transacton and the upper limit is 100x
the minimum required fund.

Chances
To balance the reward structure people with balances just above the lower limit and those above the
upper limit, we decided to raise the chance of generatng new coins according to the balance 7 held by
address that contains the Kernel found. More chances will lower difculty to meet the target required
by the network.
The chances will increase by multples of 25 as the following:

Once a stake has been made, coins used to generate the stake (up to 2500 KORE) are locked for two
hours before they can be used to stake or spent again but the change (Sum of address balance - stake
locked) can be spent but not stake tll 25 confirmaton.
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KernelAddressBalance is the sum of the first 25 highest UTxOs

